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ABSTRACT 

A model is presented to assess the effects of changes 

in agricultural target prices, support prices, diversion 

payments and eligibility requirements on farmer's production 

decisions. Hypothesis tests are constructed to test the 

statistical significance of various policy and economic 

variables. The central features of this paper are: 

1) complete incorporation of the past and current program 

offerings into the farmer's objective function, and 2) the 

use of Zellner's seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) model 

to estimate the aggregate acreage and yield responses for 

wheat, feed grains and soybeans. These features, along \vi th 

an expanded data set, differentiate the present study from 

the previous literature. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the first Agricultutal Act, in 1933, the king pin 

of U.S. agricultural policy has been and remains production 

controls. Over the decades, whenever agricultural commodity 

surpluses have arisen, the government response was to require 

mandatory acreage reductions or to offer incentives to reduce 

input use, primarily land. Since 1963, the government has 

not imposed any kind of mandatory controls on production and 

has instead relied solely on voluntary programs. 

During the past twenty years, the particular provisions 

contained in farm programs for restricting production have 

changed from farm act to farm act. However, even with the 

large number of programs that have been enacted, the basic 

features of each program have remained amazingly similar. 

The principal policy techniques for controlling crop production 

are: 1) support and target price protection, and other benefits 

which are contingent on reducing acreage planted,.and 2) direct 

payments made to farmers who reduce their acreage planted of 

specified crops. The general concensus in the literature is that 

these vo'luntary programs have' been: fairly successful from· the 

standpoint:·of reducing excesS3 ,supplies,· but, they have also 

been. costly t·o. u. S . taxpayers, 

",.:.Thepurpose of' this paper is to' establish a model of- -, 

farmer response to the various policies that have been offered 

to farmers since 1961. The theoretical structure i~ built up 



from the individual farmer level so that it provides an 

understanding of the incentive structure that each farmer 

faces in deciding whether to participate in the programs 

being offered and how much to produce. Empirical models are 

developed for the feed grains (corn and grain sorghum). 

wheat and soybeans at the national level. Hypothesis tests 

are constructed to test the statistical significance of the 

policy and economic variables. Estimated elasticities of 

supply for changes in prices and policy levels are reported. 

These models differ substantially from their predecessors. 

First. each model includes specific elements of each government 

program. Second. the entire period of estimation is over a 

time in which program compliance was voluntary. Third, 

Zellner's seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) method of 

estimation was used to estimate the entire system of equations. 
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MAJOR AGRICULTURAL POLICY FEATURES SINCE THE 1950'S 

Sin6e the early 1930's, agricultural policy has be~n oriented 

toward stability and raising farm incomes. The government 

directed supply by offering price support protection through 

non-recourse loans and other program benefits to farmers who 

planted within their acreage allotment. Price support 

protection is achieved by allowing a program participant to 

receive a non-recourse loan when he places any amount of grain 

produced on the allowable acreage allotment in approved 

storage. The do~lar value of the non-recourse loan is equal 

to the loan rate multiplied by the quantity placed in storage. 

If the price then falls below the loan rate, a farmer can 

forfeit the stored grain in lieu of repaying the loan. If 

the market price goes above the loan rate, a farmer can repay 

the loan and sell the grain at the higher market price. The 

overall effect is to offer the participating farmer a minimum 

guaranteed price for his production. 

A more stringent method for controlling supply was the 

marketing quota. Marketing quotas restricted the quantity of 

grain any farme-r could selLon the market for cash. Marketing 

quotas could only be implemented by a producer referendum 

initiated by the Secretary of Agriculture. If a farmer 

planted in excess of his allotment when a marketing quota was 

in effect, he lost not only his eligibility to receive price 



supports and other payments, but could also be charged financial 

penalties on excess production. 

Non-compliance with acreage allotments for a number of 

years resulted in the complete loss of the farmer's allotment, 

and thus his eligibility for future programs. 

Clearly, the programs of the 1950's were not truly 

voluntary in nature. First, a farmer's decision not to 

participate in any particular year could result in his not 

being able to participate in future programs. Second, in 

years with a marketing quota in effect, he could decide not 

to participate only at the risk of having to pay penalties to 

the government. 

Authorization for the feed grain allotment program was 

terminated in 1959. Farmers faced no restrictions on 

production again until 1961. 

A fundamental change in policy direction came in with 

the 1960's. In 1961, a new voluntary feed grain program 

was implemented. In order to obtain price support protection 
... 

(non-recourse loans), farmers were required to divert land 

from corn and grain sorghum production. As an added incentive, 

acreage diversion payments were offered to producers of feed 

grains who idled land beyond the minimum required diversion. 

These new programs amount to bribing farmers not to produce. 

Those farmers who decided not to plant within the program's 

acreage limits faced neither fines, penalties nor potential 

loss of opportunities to participate in future programs. 
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This repr'33G~t;2d a d±'amatic chang3 in the nature of fn.::-rn-programs. 

Similar programs were established for wheat in 1963. 

The Agriculture Acts of 1963 and 1964 continued further 

in the direction of the 1961 feed grain program. The 1963 and 64 

Acts implemented price support payments which were direct income 

supplements given to wheat and feed grain farmers who diverted 

a specific acreage to conservation uses. The new programs 

maintained the old provisions that producers must comply 

with acreage reductions to receive price support protection 

through non-recourse loans. The 1963 and 64 policy did away 

with all of the remaining mandatory features of the programs 

of the 1950·s for both wheat and feed grains. All parts of 

the programs became strictly voluntary, 

The 1973 Agriculture Act introduced the targe~ price 

concept for wheat and feed grains that is still in effect 

today. The target price concept guarantees a certain minimum 

income level to farmers who participate in any acreage 

reduction program. This is done through direct payments to 

producers, called deficiency payments. When the market 

price slips below an established level (the target price), 

participating farmers receive the difference between the target 

price and the higher of the market or the support price on 

their normal production, In some years, a market allocation 

factor, which is not known to farmers in advance, is multiplied 

by the deficiency payment to determine the total payment. The 



allocation factor is legislated to be between .8 and 1.0. 

The 1973 Act maintained the concepts of non-recourse 

loans and additional paid voluntary land diversions. Also, 

compliance with acreage reductions, when they are in eff2ct, 

is required to receive any of the program benefits. 

The major features of feed grain and wheat programs 

have remained essentially unchanged from 1973 through 1982. 

Developments since 1982 are not considered in this paper. 

From the 1950's onward, soybean producers were eligible 

for price support protection through non-recourse loans. 

Unlike the feed grain and wheat programs, the soybean ~rogram 

is permissive. Soybean producers are eligible for price 

support payments without any obligation to restrict acreage. 

However, with few exceptions, the market price for soybeans 

has remained above the support level so the program has been 

largely unused. 



PREVIOUS LI~ERATU~E 

Previous studies have focused on constructing models 

capable of predi~ting the impact of government programs on 

farmers' aggregate acreage response. Houck and Ryan, 1972 [lJ 

produced the first such study. In that paper, Houck and Ryan 

estimate an equation for corn acreage response for the U.S. 

The most interesting components of their model are variables 

which reflect the effects of government price support and 

acreage restriction programs. 

Refin3d versions of these policy variables are presented 

in a study by Houck, Abel, Ryan, Gallagher, Hoffman and Penn, 

1976 L2J. The policy variables defined by Houck, at aI, have 

become the standard government variables on which most subsequent 

stUdies rely. Houck, at aI's, basic model is formulated in 

Equation 1: 

where 

A = f (M, G, Z) (1) 

A represents acreage planted, 

M represents the composite of all open market 

economic forces affecting the aggregate decision 

to plant, 

G represents all relevant government policy 

provisions which affect pl3.nting decisions, and 

Z represents all other supply-determining factors. 

The components of M include the historical prices for the 



crop unjar con3id~rationt the substitutes for that crop and the 

prices of factor inputs. The elements of Z include weather, 

crop production technology and past decisions concer:1.ing crop 

rotations. Two '!ariables are formulated for each crop to 

represent the various government policies G. These ~re the 

effective support rate PF and the effective diversion payment 

DP, These policy variables are explained below. 

Assume that ,farmers are facing a gi~len set 

of historical prices and other supply shiftors. Suppose 

that the government announces a price support to raise farm 

income, bu~ attaches no acreage restrictions to eligibility 

for the su'pport. 'I'hen, as can be seen in Figure I, far:-:1ers 

will wa~t ~0 pl:Ul~ Al acres. With an increase in the support 

price without accoIJpanying acreage restrictions, farmers will 

want to plant additional acreage, giving S its upward sl~pe. 

The exact position and slope of S are related to the previous 

market prices 1\1, the other 8upply shifters Z and the government 

program variables G. 

Now, if the govern~ent desires that farmers plant only 

A2 acres, (based on ~he belief that this is the acreage 

necessary, assuming some yield per acre t to just equate 

supply and demand) the governmen~ can achieve this acreage 

by imposing an acreage restriction on farmers as a 

prerequisite to support price protection. This has the impact 

of raducing the effective support price a farmer can receive 
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from PA to ??, and is represented on Figure 1 as a mOVr~ment 

along the curve l~beled S. 

The effective support price can be written as PF = r~A 
where r is an adjustment factor which Gmbodies the plan'ting 

constraint attached to the eligibility for support price 

protection. Generally r will lie between 0.0 and 1.0. 

As the planting restriction becomes tighter, r will move 

closer to 0.0. Furthermore, as r moves away from 1.0, -ehe 

government is offering participating farmers income protection 

approximated by area C in Figure I, since farmers will be 

guaranteed the support price PA on their production on -ehe A2 

acres they are allowed to plant. 

where 

Houck, 9t aI's, precise measure for FF is formula-eed as: 

(
..., , 
G; 

PAl = Announced support price for feed grain i 

A~ = Base acreage of feed grain i 

Ai. = Minimum acr-€age of i allowable under price t:nn 

program 

A~ = Maximum acreage of i allowable under price 
L'13.X 

program 

PFi = Effective price support 

Houck, et al~ include' a separate variable that incorporates 

voluntary acreage diversion programs DP. The conceptual 
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development of c:h·} volunt'J.ry di ve~ Jion D? parallels that 

of the eff~cti ':2 3upport payment. Suppose the government 

wants to keep production at some level by holding acreage at 

A2 ,as above. The government can accomplish this even when 

offering support payments withou~ acreage restrictions by 

paying farmers to divert acreage from crop production to 

conservation use. If PR is the payment rate for diversion and 

w is the portion of the base acreage A~ eligible for diversion, 
1. 

then th0 effective diversion payment is DP = wPR for a 

fixed w. Chang~s in PR are represented by movements along 

Tl in rigure 2. Similarly, the imposition of a constraint 

on the maximum acreage eligible fo~ diversion while holding 

PR constant, can be represented as a move along Tl from Dl to D2 • 

At a fixed level of PR, w can range be~ween 0.0 and 1.0, with 

no restrictions on acreage represented by 1.0. 

The T curve is upward sloping since an increase in the 

diversion rate (diversion payment per acre) will be necessary 

to induce farmers to hold land out of crop production. 

Again. the exact slope and location of T will depend on 

last years prices~ the support rate and other supply shifters. 

Houck's exact construction for effective diversion 

payments DP i3: 

= + PR~ (3) ... 

/d.... 



where 

PR~ = Diversion payment rate for levels of 
J.. 

diversion near the minimum requirement 
.; 

PR-'-
2 - Diversion paymen't rate for levels of 

diverison near the maximum allowable 

Di. 
mln = Minimum acreage diversion requirement 

Di 
max = Maximum acreage diversion allowable 

i 
AO = Base acreage 

The interaction between the two government variables is 

characterized by shifts and T schedules. An inc!'ease 

in the effective support paj~ent PF and/or and increase 

in the support rate FA will shift the Tl schedule in Figure 2 

to T2 • An increase in "the effective diversion payment DP 

or the diversion rate ?R will shift the Sl schedule to S2. 

where 

Houck, et al t specify the typical acreage equation as: 

= ao + alPX t _ l + a 2PFXt + a3DPX t 

+ a4??Yt + aSDPYt + a6Kt ~ Ut 

AX t = Acreage planted of X in year t 

PX t _l = Previous year's market price of X 

PFXt = The value of DP for crop X in year t 

(reflecting both payment rates and the 

(4) 

proportion of base acreage eligible for 

diversion) 

1-;:' 
I '" 



:1T4'-, :: ry'h ~ valu'2 of PF for i:!!'OD Y in year 4-- ~ -j,. ..1. .... 'C " '> 
'1vV = The value of DP for CI'0P Y in year t _ ......... .J-

K.1- = All other relevant supply shifters in year t 
u 

U,.. = A mean-zero, serially ind.'?pendent random 

variable with finite variance. 

Using the above model specification, Houck, et aI, esti.mated 

separate equations (using OLS) for corn, soybeans, wheat, cotton, 

oats and barley acreages. Their results exemplify the use of 

the effective support rate and effective diversion paymen~ 

concepts as a way to incorporate government program variables 

into the aggregate acreage response equation. 

However, Houck, et aI's, model fails in several important 

ways. One, the model implies that an increase in che diversion 

requirement (planting constraint attached to the availability 

of the support price PA) always results in a decrease in the 

acreage planted. This may not happen if the market price is 

high enough to make program participation an unprofitable 

alternative when compared to not participa~ing in the program. 

Furthermore, with everything else constant, increasing the 

diversion requirement may well result in increased acreage 

planted since the increase in the diversion requirement may 

push farmers out of the program by making profits from compliance 

less than profits from non-compliance. This will become more 

clear in the model section of this paper. 

Two, the model as outlined depends critically on the 

/ '11 



market price residing below the eff8ctive support rate p;:;, - ~ , 

If market pr~ce is higher than ~he effective support rate~ 

no farmers \'vould be willing to participate in any post-196l 

voluntary diversion program. Th2r~fore& small changes in "':he 

support rate and/or the diversion requirement would not have 

any effect on the acreage planted., 

Thr.ee, the model as outlined fails to include many 

other benefits associated '.'lith program compliance in the 

post-1961 years. Among these are 1) cost savings from not 

planting and 2) interest rate subsidies offered from the 

Commodity Credit Corporation to farmers in compliance with 

the program. 

Four, the model is'estimated using 01S and, assuming 

that the sample can be considered large, effici2ncy can be 

gained by using Zellner's seemingly unrelated re~ession (SUR) 

method of estimation since the error terms in each equation 

are subj ect to the same kinds ot" unknown influences. 

Five~ the model that is actually estimated fails to 
... 

include any variable for variable input, cost (fertilizer, labor, 

machinery, etc.) even though this is discussed in the theoretical 

section. If these variables are part of the .. true" model, then 

the coefficients of the estimated model will be biased and 

inconsistent. 

Six. the model uses price to measure farmers' price 

expectations. This is a very naive approach. Several 



author3 hay~ c~~i~ized this and 9sti~ated various other 

models l,lSiru; ":.l t:;rna ti 'fe approach:?s. 

Sevn.n~ ~he ~odel fails to take f~rmers' yield per a~re 

responses into account. Clearly, go·rernment programs may 

at the same timn give farmers an in~'!ntive to reduce acr?8.ge 

and increase the yield per acre. These effects may offset 

each other to the degree that government programs have no 

• -I- ....... , • It 1 . lmpac~ on ~o~a ... agrlcu ura productlon. This has obvious 

and importnnt policy implications. 

Eight, the empirical models are estlma'ted over the int;erval 

extending from 194b-i~69. This estimation interval includes 

two different policy regimes. As d~scussed in the historical 

section above, prio~ to 1959" there were penalties for non-

compliance. while government·programs'after 19bO were voluntary. 

Thu~, it seems llkely;t~at there should be structural breaks 

in the model' between th~ 19~b-1958period, the free market 

period of 1959-1960, and the 1961-1969 period. However, Houck, 

et aI, restrict the estimated coefficients to be the same 

throughout the period of estimation. 

Studies of acreage response subsequent to Houck and Ryan's 

[lJ initial work have tended to incorporate most of Houck, et 

aI's. [2J.variables with little or no modification. Instead 

most of this research has focused on a) refining the definitions 

of farmers' price expectations used in acreage response models 

as in Gardner, 1976 [JJ. Gallagher. 1978 [4J, Morzuch, Weaver 

and HeImberger, 1980 [5J and Chavas, Pope and Kao, 198J [6J; 



b) exploring the 3tability over variou3. time periods of 

the coefficients estimated by Houck. at al, as in Moe, 

Whittaker and Oliveira, 1979 [7J and rv1orzuch, et aI, [5J; 

and c) analyzing the effect of risk and uncertainty on farmers' 

acreage decisions as in Gallagher [4J and Kramer and Pope, 

1981 [8J. 

Gardner [3J estimated acreage response equations for 

soybeans and cotton. The essential distin8tion of this 

model is that Gardner uses futures prices as a proxy for 

expected crop prices arguing that, under rational expectations, 

futures market prices represent farmers' price expectations. 

After including futures prices in the model, Gardner found that 

Houck, et al's, policy variab:as were no longer statistically 

significant for explaining co~ton or soybean acreage. 

Gardner's empirical results also indicate that the futures 

prices explain the historic variation in soybean acreage as 

well as an adaptive expectations model with lagged market price 

and the lagged dependent variable. 

Morzuch, Weaver and HeImberger [5J incorporate the work 

of both Houck, at al t and Gardner. They estimate regional 

acreage response equations for wheat and find that government 

policy variables, closely akin to those developed by Houck, et aI, 

are useful in explaining acreage response. However, they find 

that there is a structural difference between the pre- and post-

1961 years. Like Gardner, Morzuch, et aI, use futures price data 



for the pri~e expectations component in their model. T~~y find 

that futures p~i~es are a good al~ernative to distributed lag 

models. 

Moe, '.'lliittaker and Oliveira [7J update the work of 

Houck, et aI, on wheat by including additional observati8ns from 

1971 to 1976. They use Houck's specification and find that 

adding these new observations to the model results in a large 

decrease in the elasticity of the wheat acreage response with 

respect to the market price of ",,,heat lagged one year-. 

Chavas, Pope and Kao [6J extend Houck, et aI's, model 

by considering cash prices, support prices and the role of 

futures prices in the acreage response equations for corn and 

soybeans. They use the policy variables developed by Houck~ 

et aI, in -their model and they estimate their equations using 

1957-1977 data. Their results indicate 1) the policy variables 

defined by Houck, et al, playa major role in determining the 

aggregate corn and soybean acreage deci3ions, 2) futures prices 

are good substitutes for cash prices lagged one y~ar in supply 

analysis, and J) that it is unclaar whether futures prices are 

informationally efficient for the formulation of price 

expectations in the absence of government intervention. 

Starting with the Houck, et aI, model, Gallagher [4J 

adds to the previous work by assessing producers' reactions 

to price risks and developing a price expectations variable that 

is a function of lagged market prices and a support price. 

If 



Gallagher h~rpothesizes' that when prices are low, i'armers' 

price expectations will be dominat9d by considerations of the 

level of the su:;;port price and when prices are high, farr:1ers' 

price expectations will be dominated by the market price. 

However, price supports affect producers' decisions even when 

prices are moderately high. His empirical model suppor~s both 

of these hypotheses. 

Kramer and Pope [8J use a different approach. They establish 

an objective function in which a farmer evaluates the benefits 

and costs of participating in the Food and Agriculture Act of 

1977. Kramer and Pope then use a normative risk model based 

on stochastic dominance theory to evaluate the impact on farmers' 

decisions of changes in various program features. Their results 

indicate that small changes in program parameters and farm 

size can significantly affect a farmer's decision to participate 

in the program. 

It is possible to draw several inferences from the literature 

subsequent to the Houck, et aI, study on acreage response. 

First, futures prices provide good measures of farmers' price 

expectations. Second, empirical models should be estimated 

using data prior to 1961 or after 1961, but not both p2riods 

unless the model takes 'into account the fundamental change in 

mod~l structure between the two periods. Third, very little 

work has been done since the Houck, et aI, model that explores 

a better way to incorporate government variables into acreage 

response equations. Fourth, no empirical research has yet been 
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reported that ~ncorporates government policy variables into 

yield respo~se 9quations. Fifth, the ela~ticiti0s of acreage 

response with respect to the expected price are s~aller in the 

~ost-1961 period than in the pre 1961-period. 



THE '='HEORE'~ICA T A n!J EMPIRICAL MODEL 

Many of ~!:e qr~b12ms with Houck, .:?t al f s and subsea..~J.Gnt 

models may be u~covered by exploring in detail the choic2s 

each indi vi unal farmer must make wh:m d,eciding how much 

of what crops to produce. At planting time, a farmer must 

decide, given his resource constraints, 1) whether to 

participate in any government prograns that are offered, 

2) the number of acres of each crop ~o plant, and J) what 

level of variable inputs to use on each acre of land planted. 

Furthermore, the decision to participate in government programs 

imposes aaditional constraints on the farmer's actions. In 

making this set of decisions, a far~er nust first determine 

the optimal input decisions for :anJ and variable inputs 

for both compliance and non-compliance with government programs, 

and then ne must evaluate which of these options is most 

profitable, 

\fuen a farmer decides not to participate in avy program, 

he is frae to plant whatever crops he likes. His only 

constraints are 1) his available land and resources, 2) his 

production function, and J) his market price expectations. 

His choice variables are the the acreage of each crop a. and 
1 

the amount of variable input applied to each acre of each crop 

Xi' This choice is represented by Equation 5. Expected 

price is specified as a function of the observed cash market 



price, the support price and the 3~~icipatad rate of far~er 

compliance in any government progra::iS ::1a~. are being offered. 

'IIhen 3. farmer decides to partL::i'J3.te L'1 a government 

program offered for any particular C~~YD, :h:s restricts 

his entire crop choice because of cros3-coillpli~nce requirements. 

The decision to comply involves giving up acreage that could 

otherwise be planted. In return, the far~er recieves a 

guaranteed minimum income (deficiency r-ayments plus support 

price prote~tion), reduced costs of production, interest 

rate subsidy, and, for some programs, additional cash payments. 

The choice of program compliance is represented by Equation 6. 

If the farmer complies, he is cJnstrain~J 1) to reduce his 

acreagt.' 'oy an cFnt)unt at l:;ast '~qual -::~ ;::::2 d.iv3rsion 

requi:'cr.lsnt. ?) by hi:;; production fun~ti 071, .3 ~ by hi s market 

price expectations, and 4) by his availab18 land. His choice 

variables are 1) the amount of land he plants (as long as it 

is below the maximum allowable), 2) tha amount of variable 

inputs he applies to each acre planted, and 3) in·some years~ 

he is also able to divert additional ac~eag8 (beyond the 

amount required for basic program particip~tion) for an 

additional per acre diversion payment. 

Ignoring fixed costs and assuming risk neutrality, a 

farmer's objective function can be written as: 
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1(N .- a'py - a' C(w,y) (6 ) 

s.t. L~ a'i 

y = f(x,a) + f 

D = g(prn, n.5 (5 
! f ) + V 

and ':ihere 

a is a vector of acreage planted 

is a diagonal matrix of exp8c-;;ed pric::s 

is a diagonal matrix of marb.;t p:::" i 2,2 S 

, ~ 
.J..;:j a diagonal matrix of Guppor"t: prL:":23 

is a diagonal matrix of expected ra~03 of 

program participation for each crop 

y is a vector of per acre yialds 

x is a vector of optimal inputs for eacn 

L is a constant for the farmer's total acreage 

,'" v is a cost function 

w is a vect~r of input prices for ~he optimal 

bundle of il~uts for each crop 

f and v are vectors of random error terms 

i is the summation vector 

& is a 0,1 variable that represents the decision 

of whether of not to participate in the 

government program 
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b- is a diagonal matrix of volun~ary diversion 

requirements for each crop 

b is a vector of base acreages for oach croo 

d is a vector for voluntary additional acreage diverted 

dm is a vector of maximum allowable acreage 

that can be voluntarily diverted 
d is vector P a of per acre uiversion paYlaents 

pVd is a vector of per acre additior.al voluntary .. 
payments 

r is the market interest rate 

r is the subsidized interest rate offpred ccc 
to farmers by the CommoditJ Credit Corp. 

yp is per,acre program yields 

pt is a diagonal matrix of target prices 
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where 

/; d :md e are Lagr8.nge multip1i:;rs 

Assuming the constr~ints are binding, the first order 

conditions are: 

for 1T:~ :lO!1-participation (.[ = 1) 

d- = a'P S(x, a) - a' C(w, y) +"A(L - a'i) (9) 

. 
df' 

a) ' D + ,.,·D -
~ ~C 4 da 

J.£a_J" - 0 &y cJa .1 -

-":(w, y)' . (1.0) 

- [l' 

= a'P - a' (11) 

L-afi==-O (12 ) .... 

for 'YC participation (compliance) (S = 0) 

;f '= a f ma.-x (P, P t ) Y F +- a' rn3.X (P, 7) (y - y p ) (13 ) 

+ (r - rccc) [l'psy - a' C(w, y) 

+ pd'Ab + pvd'd + 3'(b - a -.t-b - d) 

+ d · (dm - d) -t- e ( (I -.L.,-)b - a) 



,...;> 
"P, ( :: C y?) , ~.G , c) r::--- -:,0 ~\ + (.r max (? f .,-- = max - t""' 

d a J . ~ . i j 

a' (e' ,:),}, df t- IY' , ytp3 + max - rccc) " ! • J cTJ. '.-

+ (r r ) • ,;3 /f' - e(w, y) , - 3. .. ' -
r'\.t"'\:"'"\' da ,-,,,I,.; 

, de ~ J' -4' ='0 - aTy -

~' 
= at max (P, ps) 

dx 
elf + (r - rccc) a' ps df 
dx JX 

a' 
Je Jf 0 n Tx = 

old = b' - a' -p_b' - ct' = 0 
Ti .. 
ft·· pvd, ,r 

= -3 , _ :;"'f' = 0 
()d / 

J'f = dm, - d' = 0 
~iC 
,li~ = «1 -A)b a) , = 0 

d~ 

The first order conditions for n8n-participation can be 

solved to give: 

the optimal choice for acreage 

ar-r* = aN (P t W J /J ) 

where;:;' is the rental rate for land, and 
... 

the optimal choice for variable inputs 

xN* = xN(P, w, /l ). 
The first order conditions for par~icipation can be 

solved to give: 

the optimal choice for acreage 

a e * = a e (P, pS. pt. w, 3 ' b ,/c6 , 

r, r ccc , yP'PJ....,-f).) 

and 

m d, d , 

(l4) 

(15) 

(16 ) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20 ) 

(21) 

(2'1) 



::;'til.dle 

.. ~ d, d 

- f 
(2) ) 

., 

Thus, each farner':3 ():)'':;imal deci sion ,:""1.lles f:.>r a~!''}age :.lnd 

yield can b~ written ,.., .' . 
:1....." 

a* = a (aN*, a C*) 

y* = f ( xN*. xc*' a N*. ac*) + £ 

where .E. i:; a :'3.ndom v8.riab12. 

(24 ) 

(25 ) 

A simplified model of the op~imal acreage choic8 f~r each 

farmer is presented in Figure). Assuming ~here are no ~Qsts 

of production, ~o diversion payments or interest sUbsidies 

from program cOffipliance e and the expec~ed price is p~, ~he 

expected revenue :fror.-, non-compliance is D oabe VJhi l8 ~h,! 

expected per acre ~evenue from compliance is ooabe plus Q adef, 

where doabe is revenue 2arnad from grain sales and Q adof 

is deficiency paymen'ts. If 0 oabc> (1 -1>- ) [0 oabc r Q adef] r 

where J.'\. is the percentage diversion requirement for participation, 

then the farmer will not comply wi th the program ..... Similarly, 

an = i71 the above relationship implies program indifference and 

a < implies a compliance decision. 

Under the same assumptions ~s above, but with an 

expected market price of ?2 (belowt~e 3uppor+ rata), it '~ 

6learthat the farmer will be ~better off by ~ complying if 
worse off by 
indifferent to 

OklC~) ( 1 -A) [1::::1 oabe + a adef]. However, when the 
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above, ':'8ro !:'codu.:tion costs and '10 d:'v~rsion paymGn~s or 

interest rat:? 3ubsidies from program compliance)r it will 

never be more profitable to comply ~ith the program if a 

farmer must di.vert land from produ~tian in order t:) qualify 

for the program. 

Aggregate acreage and yield response equations can be 

easily deri~0d from the individual farmer model. 

z: T 
A* = a ( a'r 

>.1-
8.." 

*\ 
f ! • 

" ~ 

, 
i = 1 

A ( a N*, 8.,..,*) (26) 

where r/ is a rar:dom error term and T i::; the total number of 

farmer'S, 9.nd 

= 
i = 1 

= F(XN*t X'" * aN * 3.,.., *) -I- ~ (27) , , I 
V v T 

where ~ is random error term and B = - C' + where a z! v, v 
~ -, " 
..L,-..,L 

is a random vector independent of [ and assuming that the £ s 

are distributed identically and independently. These equations 

only indicate the 'lariables that should be in each equation and 

give an idea of the structure of the error terms. 

Before specifying a functional form, it is useful to 

consider some desirable properties of the model. ?or the 

acreage equations, these properties are: 



1) An increase in the target price, all else constant, 

should result in a decrease in acreage since an 

increase in the target price makes program compliance 

a more profitable alternative. 

2) An increase.in the expected price, all else constant, 

should result in increased acreage planted, since 

this would make the non-compliance option more profitable. 

J) An increase in the diversion requirement, all else 

constant, should have an ambiguous sign. If farmers 

are just indifferent or slightly inclined toward 

participation in the program, an increase in the 

diversion requirement will cause them to leave the 

program, in which case they will increase the acreage 

they plant. If farmers are really inclined to 

participate in the program, then an increase in the 

diversion requirement will lead then to divert more 

acreage in order to stay in the program. 

4) An increase in the support price, all else constant, 

should result in an increase in the acreage planted, 

since an increase in the support price will lead to 

a higher expected market price. 

5) An increase in the additional voluntary diversion 

payment, all else constant, should result in decreased 

acreage planted. 

6) An increase in the interest rate subsidy,r - r . ccc' all 

3d 



else constant, whould result in a decrease acreage planted. 

7) An increase in the maximum allowable additional voluntary 

diversion dm, should result in a decrease in the 

acreage planted. 

8) An increase in the land rental rate ~ all else constant, 

shou~d result in a decrease in the acreage planted. 

9) An increase in costs for crop i, all else constant, 

should result in decreased acreage planted for crop i. 

10) An increase in the price of crop j, all else constant, 

should result· in a decrease in the acreage of crop i. 

11) An increase in the cost for crop i, all else constant, 

should increase the acreage of crop j. 

12) Prices and costs should be expressed in real terms· in 

order to maintain homogeneity of degree zero. 

The two step maximization process that each farmer faces 

provides a good starting point for finding the best functional 

form which captures the above desirable characteristics and 

contains all the relavent variables. Consider first a farmer .... 

who makes the decision not to participate in a any government 

program. In th-is case,. the acreage allocation will depend on 

the profitability of each competing crop. For example, with 

no program participation, the acreage equation for feed grains 

(corn and grain sorghum) could be written as: 

(28) 

+ B2i «pwYw·- Cw)/LR) + BJi«psys - cs)/LR) +)Li 

i = feed grains fg, wheat w, soybeans s 

31 



where 

p. 
1 

A. 
]. 

LR 

/~ 

is the 

is the 

is the 

crop i 

is the 

is the 

is an 

expected price of crop i 

expected yield of crop i 

variable per acre cost of producing 

acreage planted of crop , ... 

land rental 

error term for each crop i 

The non-compliance acreage decision for a crop is then 

based on the net per acre profitability for each crop deflated 

by the land rental rate. The net profit is calculated using 

variable costs since cost of production data that include 

returns to management and land are of questionable quality 

and difficult to interpret. Net profits are defla~ed by the 

land rental rate to reflect the notion that the decisi~n to 

plant is an investment decision, and what is important to 

the farmer is the return on investment. 

Now consider the farmer who decides to participate in the 
... 

government programs. The farmer made the decision to participate 

in the program in order to guarantee a minimum level of income, 

one provided by the program. To get this guarantee, however~ 

the farmer must restrict his planted acreage to the base acreage 

less the amount he must divert to non-productive use. In addition, 

once he is in compliance with the basic program, the farmer 

may choose to divert even more land from production by participating 

in the additional voluntary program. 



So, the acreage equation for the farmer complying with 

the progran ~s: 

i = fg, w 

where 

~A. = base 
1 

acreage for crop i 

DR. = diversion requL:~ement fo!' crop i 
2-

yr = per acre program yield for crop i ... 
. '-

P ~.J = target price for crop i 
vd = addition9-l voluntary diversion D. per acre .. 1 

payment 
d = per diversion payment p. acre 
1 

d~ = maximum allowable additional voluntary 
l 

paid diversion 
s Pi ==supportpri6e for.crop i 

e. = error term for crop i 
1 

Soybeans are not included in Equation 29 since no acreage 

programs are offered by the government. 

An acreage response equation that captures the desirable 

properties listed above can be obtained for each crop by 



subtracting Equation 29 from Equation 28. The hypothesized 

functional form for the aggregate acreage equations is: 

A
1
· = 0'-01· + ~'l· [{l - DR.) BA.- (1/2)d~ EA.] _ 1 1 1 1 

(30 ) 

+ oJ.. 2i [[PfgYfg-Cfg -[ (l-DRfg ) (p;gyig + P~g(Yfg - yig ) 

+ (r - rccc) P;gYfg - cfg] + P~gDRfg] /LR] 

+~ : [[p Y -c -[(1- DR ) (pt yP 31 W w W W ':; 'N + US 
- W 

+ (r - r ) S _,," + d DR ] /LRJ ccc Pw Yw -w J Pw w 

+ 0\4. [(p Y - c )/ L2J -I- 0(51. (p:rd/LR) + 
1 S S S 1 

Iv 
\J W 

y. 
1 

where i = feed grains fg, whea-c Wt soybeans sand 1/. is a vector of 
1 

random error terms. 

Equation 30 captures the desirable theoretical properties 

described above. 

The desirable properties of the functional form for the 

yield response equations are: 

1) Assuming farmers are operating in stage II of their 

production functions, an increase in profitability ,. 
should result in an increase in the use of variable 

inputs and thus an increase in yield per acre. 

2) An increase in acreage diverted from production 

production should increase yields per acre since 

farmers will remove their least productive land from 

production when they paritcipate in a redUction program. 

These characteristics can be captured in an equation by including 

separate variables for 1) expected net profits from not complying 



'. 

with any program, 2) the minimum net profit from participating 

in the progra~, and 3) the acreage diversion requiremen~. 

The hypothesized functional form for the aggregate yield 

response equation is: 

where 

Y . = BO 1.' + Bl • T + B2 · (p . y . - c.) (J 1 ) 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

+ BJ 1.' [(1 - DR.)[ p:y~ + p? (y. - y~) 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

+ (r - rccc) P~Yi - ciJ + pf DR i ] 

+ B,. DR. + e. 
~l. 1. 1. 

i = feed grains fg, wheat w, soybeans s 

T = a time trend variable representing 

technology 

B~ = 0 (since there are no soybean acreage programs) 
)8 

e. = a random error term 
1. 

The model, then, consists of six equations: three acreage 

equations and three yield response equations. These six 

equations represent sUbcomponents of the same decision that 

farmers must make at planting time. Therefore f t~ere may he 

correlation 'between the random error terms (Viiet)' (Vi~Vj)' (ei.e j ) in 

the different equations. This contemporaneous error reflects 

common omitted factors like weather, the state of the general 

economy and the export outlook for agricultural commodities. 

Furthermore, with the assumptions of 1) no correlation through 

time, 2) the estimated contemporaneous disturbances of the 



·. 

different equations are not linearly dependent so that t~e 
/' 

covariance matrix E and ~ ar~ positive definite, 3) the 

independent variables in each equation are measured non-

stochastically. 4) X'X is full rank where X is a block 

diagonal ~atrix of explanatory variables for each equation 

and the variables in each equation are different, and 5) E(X'u)= 0 

or E(ut) = 0 and E(u.) = 0., where u =: e,· v,~and the variables in each 

equation are,diff~re~t, it i~ pos~ible tb gain effitiency by 

:considering all six' equations. in a ;i oint regression . problem [Judge f et-,.J1 

p: •. 321 [9 Jl, L e. ,by using Zellner t s seemingly unr.elated regression.model. 

The new model is: y = x~+ f (J2 ) 

where 

-- ..,. 
I . XAfg 

I 
itf' I ~g 

A XAw 0 w 

A XAs s 
Y = X = 

Yfg Xyfg 

Yw 0 XYw 

Ys XYs 
l. 

0( fg v+,_ 
.L-a 

V 
D'--W W 

I 

V c's S 

;1 = £. = Bfg efg 

Bw e w 

Bs e s 

3G 
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The estimator from the seemingly unrelated rec~ession 

problem is assymptotically sUperior,to, or at least no worse than 

the estimator from, OLS for each individual equation. 

When "':he covariance matrix is known. the GLS estimator 

for the model 

where 

$ = (X' ~-l X)-l X' ']2.-1 

= (X' (L: -~ I) X)-l X· (L -l~ I) y 

= OA A fg VI 

GA..NAw 

(jy A 
s fg ••• 

... r§ Y i 

fg s 

()yy 
s s 

HO'Never, when Lis not known, as in this model, it is possible 

to use a two step estimation procedure that starts with the 

estimation of L based on the least squares residuals for 

(33) 

A A... 1 
each equation ~. = y. - X. b. such that L = [cr,., .J = T- e-. 'e. 

1 1 1 1 lJ 1 J 

where i,j = 1,2 •••• ,6. The second step is estimating the 

seemingly unrelated regression estimation 

7 = (X' (i -l@ I) X) -1 X' (~-l@ I) y (34) 
(~ SUR ~ 

Wi th the assumptions above, the estimator ~ SUR is 1) assymptotically 

unbiased, 2) assymptotically efficient, and 3) consistent. 

These properties depend on the large sample assumptions and do 

not necessarily hold for small samples. Nevertheless, Monte 

3/ 



e. 

Carlo experiments show that avon with as f~w as twenty 

observations seemingly unrelated regression esti~ators 

have smaller sampling variances than OLS estimators [9J. 

Furthermore, all hypo"'Chesis tests '(viII only have large 

sample justification when using Zellner's SUR estimation 

method. 

.. 
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All data are for the years 1961 through 1982. All 

are national annual values. 

Acreaga~ suppor~, target and farm price data are taken 

directly from various issues of the Feed Grain Outlook and 

Situation Renort [10J and the Wheat Outlook and Situation 

Report [11J. The yield data are calculated as yield per 

planted acre using data from the Situation and Outlook Reports. 

The expected yield data is calculated as the three-year moving 

average of actual yields. 

Futures price data are used in the model since they 

take into account all of the information that are available 

at planting time, including the expected rate of participation 

in the program, the support price and other market factors. 

In calculating comparative statistics, an increase in the 

support price should increase the expected. 

Futures price data are taken from the Annual .. Report of the 

Board of Trade of the Cit:! of Chicago; [12J. The September monthly 

average of closing prices for the July contract is used for 

~leat. The March monthly average of closing prices for the 

September contract is used for corn and soybeans. These 

months were selected because they are the closest to actual 

planting and harvesting dates for which contracts are available. 

The different planting dates for much of the wheat crop and 



for corn and 30ybeans represent a potential problem in ~~e 

assumption of ~ontemporaneous covariance. However, in most 

areas where l'llH~at competes with corn. wheat is also 0. compliment 

with soybeans in that wheat is often double cropped with 

soybeans. Thust the decision to plant soybeans is cl03ely 

associated with the decision to plant wheat in the same 

growing season. 

Another problem with using slightly different contract 

dates (observed in September and March) for the expected price 

is that soybean and corn prices are actually unknown when the 

wheat acreage aDa yield decisions are being made. In this 

study however, it is assumed that the two time periods are 

close enough together so that only one time period is 

represented. With better data, this would no~ be a problem. 

The various policy variables for wheat, corn and soybeans 

can be found in Cochrance and Ryan,.1976 [lJ], 

Held, , 1979 [14J and Leath, Moyer and Hill, 1982 [J5J. ~hese 

data were updated from various issues of the Wheat Outlook and 
.. 

Situation, Feed Grain Outlook and Situation and the Fats and 

Oil Outlook and Situation R~port [16J. 
+-

Prior to 1974, the variables for the target prices (p~) 
1 

are calculated as the total support price and includes payments 

for mandatory diversions on a per bushel basis. These data 

are ... from Cochrane and Ryan, Heid and Walter and Leath, YTeyer 

and Hill. 

10 



The ~:)s:; 'j1' production data come from Gallagher [17J. 

Cost variables include seed, chemicals, fertilizer and labor. 

The cost variables do not include machinery ownership, overhead. 

management and land costs. 

Finally, the land data come from Farm Real Estate Market"Developments 

Siltlook and Situation [18J. An index was constructed from 

this data using a simple average of rental rates for the states 

of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Iowa. The base year for the 

index is 1977. Because a consistent time series was not 

available, the data used for the 1960 - 1966 period was for 

the average cash rental value for the entire farm adjust8d 

upward by $1.77 per ~cre. This value was arrived at through 

analysis of the average differential over the time frames · .... here 

the two series overlap. 

Lt\ 



THE RESULTS 

Model I 

The generalized least squares estimates for the acreage 

and yield response equations (Equations 30 and 31) are reported 

in Table 1. All the estimated equations are as specified in 

the model section except for modifications noted. The period 

of estimation is 1961 - 1982. A time trend variable was 

included in the soybean acreage response equation to account 

for the development of new soybean varieties that allowed wider 

geographical production possibilities for soybeans over the 

period of estimation. A dummy variable was included in the 

yield equation which is 1 for the years 1974 and 1980 and 

o elsewhere. This dummy variable was included to account 

for the effects of major droughts in the Midwest during those 

two years. 

~~ile all of the estimated coefficients have the expected 

sign, some are not statistically significant at the 5 percent 

level. Furthermore, the Durbin-Watson statistic tor the 

acreage response equation for feed grains indicates that it 

is not possible to reject the null hypothesis Holf = 0 

at the 5 percent level, i.e. it is not possible to reject the 

hypothesis of no serial correlation. Thus, the initial 

assumption of no serial correlation is violated and asymptotic 

efficiency is no longer a valid property of the model. At 

this point, it is possible to implement the method proposed 



·. 
. DW 

RHO. 
R-2. 

Depend
ent 

Variable 

1.7127 
.1264 
.9753 

.9036 
·5005 
.3424 

.5420 

.7277 

.7323 

A?G 
(A.f' ) ... g 

2.4270 
-.3009 

.8759 

1.458 
.2463 
.8530 

1.873 
.0!.:-:37 
.9333 

YLlJF'G 
I Y i l ~crl 

-b 

Inter- -16.343* 69.398* 81.159* 16.5)2* 15.511* 14.J07* 
cept (3.9 h S) (12.)66) (6.947) (13.1J9) (16.506) (3.1~5) 

AFGPA 

AWPA .J4026* 
(6.495) 

.22679* 
(1.797) 

FG1 -.011434 -.055027 .062519* 
(.389) (1.508) (2.156) 

Sl .078832* -.15282* -.066598* 
(4.144) (4.)61) ll.947) 

WI -.07425* -.23213* -.01781 
(3.533) (4.759) (.324) 

DVDFG -.057711;.* 
(2.123 ) 

DVDW -.067379* 
(1.730) 

NPFGN .09435* 
(2.406) 

NPFGP .13590* 
(2.877) 

NPWN .0020754 
(.124) .. 

NPWP .015274 
( .484) 

NPSN .029787* 
(2.829) 

T 2.5891* 
(25.2.63) 

.31902* .44938* 1.7414* 
(3~5717) (5.961) (7.081) 

D7480 

DRFG 

DRW 

-4.3276* 
(6.673 ) 

8.8798* 
(2.5645) 

4.3022* 
(2.698) 

-16.220* 
(6.532) 

50.793* 
(4.135) 

TABLE 1 
f;IODEL I 

* Significant at the 5 per~ent level for a single tailed t test 



TABLE 1 f;10:JEI.J T 

AS 
AW 
AFG 
YLDS 
YLDW 
YLDFG 

AFGPA 

AWPA 

FGl 

Sl 

WI 

DVDFG 

DVm'i 

NPJ?G?: 

NPPGP 

NPWP 

NPSN 

T 

D7480 

DRFG 

Acres 
Ac::';s 
Acr(~s 

Yield 
Yi8lJ 

of 
<.' 

tJ" 

or' 
{:J :-. 

0f 

30ybeans planted 
'.vheat planted 
feed gr~ins planted 
soybeans per planted acre 
'wheat per planted acre 

Yield of feed grains per planted acre 

(1 - ;"R , q' - (1/2)d~ BAft?; j...".:. ..:.-':r J ...,it ,~ 
to 1::::- J.g b 

(1 - DRw) BAw - (1/2)dm BA w w 

(NPFGW - NPFGP)/ LR 

NPS~1/LR 

( N'P1,fr,r .i. _ dr. - ~"PWP )/ . /.. . LR 
va 
Pf~ 1R 

'/d I 
p~.'! I IoR 

pwyw - C 
"If 

(1 DR 
.j. P 

+ s 
(Yw yP ) - ) (:t\~ Yw Pw -w w 

+ (r rCcc) ps Yw ) + d DR - - c pw w W 'N 

PsYs - Cs 
Time trend representing technology 

Dummy variable: 1 for 1974,and 1980, 0 elsewhere 

DRfg , diversion requirement for program compliance 

for feed grains 

DRW DR'll' diversion requirement for program co~pliance 

for wheat 



by Parks [19] ',:0 carr-Gct for serial cor~clation 'IlJhen using 

a SUR (se3mingly u::1related regression) model or to I~i."UPGse 

addi tional "r::'.:"iab10s, nQ',1f missing from the model, 'I!hi:;h eire the 

cause of the 3erial correlation. The second option is 

preferable to the first since, until the true model is 

specified, all of the estimated coefficients will be biased 

and inconsistent. 

One possible misspecification of the model involves the 

choice of variables for expected price, i.e. the futures 

prices observed at planting time. Perhaps farmers are unwilling 

to "bet the farm~ on one month of futures price data. 

After all, futures prices are qui te voli tal and the rarr.ler f s 

acreage decision is perhaps his most important in "any given year. 

Model II 

A reasonable replacement variable which maintains the 

rational expectations hypothesis is to use a weighted average 

of futures prices and lagged cash prices where the weights 

are obtained from regressing the actual cash prices for 

the year ahead on the futures market price and the lagged 

cash prices. Obviously, the cash prices can only be lagged back 

finitely and the arbitrary period picked was two years. 

Again, the same r:q",d:o-~v61hthat are 'e.f.4~" one equation 

are 'f2.~', ~"oflvtt:zrs, 80 the SUR model will gain efficiency, 

over the OLS model for each equation estimated separately. 

Furthermore, it makes sense to restrict the sum of the 



>. 

coeffici8T!.t3:~() equal 1 and the cor~stant t2rm :c'?:o.u3.1 :J 

since if all tl1e past prices and the fU~,Jr2S . ;J ~ F':''':ces ·~:lr ~ 

the expected price would be 0, and since the sum of -:he 

weights must be equal to 1 for the expected price to 

be unbiasad. The estimated equations for the expected prlCGS 

are presented in Table 2. 

The new variables for expected price are: 

1) EPC = .23934- FPC + .64783 CPCL1 + .1:'284 CPCL2 

2 ) EPS = .53281 FPS + .023911 CPSC1 + .. 1}4J28 CPSL2 

~ \ 
)/ EPW = .11027 FPW .1- .88172 CP;I/Ll 1- .()Q30079 CPWL2 

where 

EPG i6 the expected price for corn 

EPS is ~he expected price for soybeans 

EPW i3 the expected price for wheat 

Except in the expected price equation for soybeans, the most 

influential variable is the cash price lagged one period. 

The futures price is the second most influential. For soybeans, 

however, the most influential variable is the futu~s price 

and the second most influential price is the cash price 

lagged two years. This rather peculiar result may be 

attributable to multicolinearity. Furthermore, the coefficient 

on the cash price for soybeans lagged one year is not 

statistically different from the coefficient for the cash price 

of soybeans lagged two years. 

(35) 

(36 ) 

(37 ) 
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Dependent 
Variable 

FPC 

CPCL1 

CPCL2 

FPS 

CPSL1 

CPSL2 

FPW 

Cpl.'1Ll 

C?VJL2 

DW 
RHO 
R-2 

C; },i/l 

.1]()27 
(.477 ) 

.88172 
(J. 129) 

.0080079 
( • 046) 

1.386] 
.3051 
.6671 

-,.,. ..... ,;; 

.53281 
(1. 108 ) 

.023911 
(.055) 

.44328 
(2.707) 

1.4172 
.2578 
.8262 

CP8 

.23934 
(1.073) 

.64783 
(2.313) 

.11284 
(.691) 

1. 5369 
.2312 
.7390 

':'ABLE 2 



TABLE 2 

CPC Cash price of CClrn 

CPCLl Cash ori:::r> of corn lagged one year . . -
CPCL2 Cash r,. ......... 'l ,-"'" ~ of corn lagged two year::; .1:-' .... ..,.L._ ..... 

CPS Cash pri~e of soybeans 

CPSLI Cash pl~ic2 of soybeans lagged one ~/2!ar 

CPSL2 Cash price of soybeans lagged two years 

CPW Cash price of wheat 

CPWLI Cash price of wheat lagged one year 
CPWL2 Cash pric8 of wheat lagged two years 

FPC P1':r 
"'0 

FPS p~ 
.;:> 

FPW '0 - w 



The r2sul'~8 using the new expected price variables 

(EPi where::; i is "-.if w, S) as replacements for the futures 

price var1.::L'::;123 (FFi whe:ce i is PG, w. 3) i:'l Model I are 

presented ih T~ble 3. The results from Mod?l II indicate the 

presence of 38rial correlation in the acreage response 

equation fo:: the feed grains. Additionally, using the new 

definitions for expected prices introduces serial correlation 

in the acreage response equation for soybeans. On these grounds 

alone, ~he new definition apprars to be inferior to the old 

futures price definition • 

. The new definition of expected price also reverses the 

signs on the 'variables for net profi t3 for wheat from compliance 

and for n3t profit from wheat from non-compliance. In Model I, 

the signs are theoretically correct r ':Jut with the new model 

specification, they become theoretically incorrect. So~ not 

only does the new definition for expected prices fail to 

remedy the serial correlation problem, It also leads to 

undesirable re,sul ts elsewhere in the model. There must be 

some other error in the model specification. 

Model III 

The original theoretical model for farmers' aggregate acreage 

response equation (EquatioL 30) can be viewed as the "ideal" 

or desired acreage response of farmers. In a world with no other 

constraints than those specifically incorporated into the 

theoretical model, farmers would plant A fa • A and A and would 
o W S 
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DW 
RHO 
R-2 

Depend
ent 

Variable 

1. 9163 
.0288 
.9715 

~ c; ....... 
I ~ , 

\.'1 ~) 
~ 

Q3'''O .'-' c.. 
.5796 
.8692 

.5829. 

.7014-

.7605 

2.5569 
-.3469 

.13519 

1.4436 
.2347 
.8602 

YLD','/ 
( y \ 

WI 

1.9465 TABLE 3 
• 0050 MO!)EL I.L 
.9325 

Inter-'-22.5J6* 85.189* 76.681* 16.398* 16.191* 12.459* 
cept (J.J~~l) (13.867) (6.106) (12.653) (17.)l9) (2.627) 

AFGPA 

AWPA 

FG1 

Sl 

.37135* 
(7.921) 

.22434* 
(2.171) 

-.027047* -.016616 .078663* 
(1.909) (:513) (2.855) 

.12039* -.30973* -.015919 
(),J27) (6.596) (.247) 

WI -~056523* ,23616* -.082189 

DVDFG 

DVDW 

NPFGN 

NPFGP 

NPWN 

NPWP 

NPSN 

T 

D7480 

DRFG 

DRW 

(2.251) (4.8)4) (1.380) 

2.6302* 
(21. 0)0) 

.0087709 
(.275) 

-.090268* 
(2.974) 

.006)22 
( .402 ) 

-.022289 
(l.156,. 

-.022992 
( • 683 ) 

.096669* 
(1.892) 

.15611* 
(2.983) 

.40702* .S2211* 1.8030* 
(5.154) (7.433) (7.112), 

-4.1038* 
(6.169) 

5.6412 
(1. 586) 

2.4811 
(1.501) 

-13.732* 
(5.731.;.) 

54.846 
(J. 965) 

* Significant at the 5 per~ent levei.for a single tailed t test 
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• However, farmers live in a world where 

there ar3 many other constraints that rastrict their optimal 

acreage choices. For example f :armers' acreage decisions 

are restricted by 1) crop rotation decisions, 2) their livestock 

enterprises such as dairy cows that require corn silage which 

cannot be purchased on the market, and 3) the need for 

specialized machinery. As a result of these constraints, 

farmers can only. make partial adjustments in any time period. 

In the partial adjusl:ment model, current values of the 

independent variables determined the desired acreage as in 

Equation 30, but only some fraction I of the desired 

adjustment is accomplished in one period. So, the new 

acreage 

where 

response equation can be written: 
A A 

A. + A. t 1 = 1,,, 1,- .1 ( A. ~ - A~ t 1) 
It v 1,-

(38) 

Ait = desired acreage of crop i (as in Equation 30) 

in year t 

/ 

fJ 

= actual acreage planted of crop i in year t 

= feed grains fg, 'Nheat w, soybeans s 

= fraction of desired adjustment achieved 

o <' I < 1 
( 

Combining Equations 30 and 38, and rewriting gives: 



/ 

= ,lC>\ Oi +tl~ 11 [(l - ;):{i) BAi - (1/2)dT BA i ] 

+ )," <X.. 2 i [[p f gY :f g - (: f g - [( 1 - D~ f g) 

( t P + s ( .. ~J \ + ( ) :3 
PfgYfg Pfg Yfg Jfg' r - r~c~ PfgYfg 

- efg] + P~g DRfgJ /~RJ (39) 

"[r :- (1 - !JR + ,00( J i LP '.'1 Y W - ~ 'd '- - IN 

(p! y~ + P~ (Yw Y~ + (r rccc) p! Yw 

- Cw ] + P~ DRw ] /LRJ 
;,' 'rd 

+ /0 CX_ 4- i [( P SY 3 - c 3 ) / LR 1 + /'" C\ 5 i (p i /LR) 

+£) 
/ 

where i = feed grains fg, wheat Wf soybeans sand t = time 

period. 

Now, assuming that the v~~'s are 1) distri~uted independently 
.Lv 

and indentically so that the dependent variable is serially 

uncorrelated with residual error terms, 2) zero mean and 

constant variance, and 3) the other original assumptions for 

Model I hold, the estimated coefficients using SUR are 

1) consistent, 2) asymptotically unbiased and 3) asymptotically 

efficient. However, if the model is incorrect and V't is 
A 1 

autocorrelated, then the estimator >1 SUR will be inconsistent 

because of the pre sense of the dependent variable. These new 

assumptions seem plausible sinc8, once the lagged dependent 

variable is added to the model, the error term represents 

effects like weather and the state of the general economy. 

Variable input decisions are not as restricted as acreage 



decisions. Th9refore, it seems plausible to maintain the 

original model specification for the yield response equations 

(Equation 31), which assumes that farmers adjust to their 

optimal input decision in one period. 

The results for the partial adjustment model, Model III, 

estimated from Equations 31 and 39, are presented in Table 4. 

Model III uses the futures price data for expected price, as 

in the original model. All of the coefficients have the 

expected signs. Furthermore, the t-ratios generally indicate 

that the coefficients are highly statistically significant. 

Notable exceptions are found in the acreage response 

equation for feed grains where the calculated t-ratio for 

the soybean profitability variable Sl is 1.)46 and the 

calculated t-ratio for the wheat profitability variable WI 

is 0.954. This same proble~ occurs in the yield response 

equation for wheat where the calculated t-ratios for net 

profit for complying with the program NPWP and not complying 

with the program NPWN are 0.184 and 0.06) respectively. These 

low t-ratios indicate that it is not possible to reject the null 

hypothesis Ha s ;3 Sl,Wl,NPWN,NPWP = 0 at the 5 percent level, 

versus Hl s (J Sl, WlL a and HI: P NPWN, NPWP> a~ 
The low t statistics in the acreage equation for the 

feed grains may be related to the aggregation of corn and 

grain sorghum. Corn and soybeans are easily substitutable 

crops since they are largely produced in the same geographic 



Dependent 
Variable 

Intercept 

FGl 

Sl 

WI 

AFGL 

ASL 

AWL 

AFGPA 

AWPA 

T 

DVDFG 

DVDW 

D h 
RHO 
R-2 

,'\ 0 

"'..;l 

-13,;)00* 
(J. 650) 

-.02J892* 
(2.165) 

.066068* 
(4.049) -
-.049812* 
(? '"'4/) .... ( 0 

.39358* 
'3 2-'~' \ • )0) 

1. 6658* 
(6.124) 

-1.1175 
-.1992 

.9830 

, 

.t\ '/,f 

)1.16!-;,~ 
(J. 795) 

-,044698-;;-
(1. 746) 

-.05197)-:} 
(1. 7)3) 

.16773* 
(4.751) 

.J}9857* 
(5.005) 

.20569* 
(4.452) 

-.069296* 
(2.599) 

1. 737 
.3274 
.9194 

.. 

APG 

42.426* 
(2.924) 

.05275* " 1'1') (2.200 

-.0.36931 
(1. )46) 

-.0421!-66 
(.954 ) 

.)4731* 
(3.301) 

.27212* 
(') 5'7") .... (0 

-.05473* 
(2.357) 

1.3216 
.3509 
.8321 

TABLE 
fl!ODEL 

* Significant at the 5 percent level in a single tailed t test 

AFGL Acreage of feed grains lagged one year 
ASL Acreage of soybeans lagged one year 
AWL Acreage of wheat lagged one year 

4 
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Dependent 
Variable 

T 

NPFGN 

NPFG? 

DRFG 

NPNN 

NPWP 

DRW 

NPSi~ 

D7480 

DW 
RHO 
R-2 

YLDS 

16.213:1-
(13.)08) 

.J2235* 
(S.70S) 

9. 6021-~ 
(2.913) 

.031291* 
(J.l1S) 

-3.8841* 
(6.041) 

2.4682 
-.3231 

.8698 

YLDW 

15.953* 
(16. G 52 ) 

.1+-474+* 
(5.927) 

.0010523 
( • 063 ) 

.:)057948 
(.184) 

3.8190* 
(2.391) 

1.4774 
.2365 
.8522 

YLDFG 

1. 6900* 
(6.787) 

.094974* 
(2.437) 

.14094* 
(2.97S) 

LL8.240* 
(J.868) 

-15.630* 
(6.109) 

1. 9397 
.0205 
.9342 

TABLE 4 
MODEL III 

* Signifi~ant at the S percent level in a single tailed 't test 



regions. Grain sorghum and soybeans are not good substitute 

crops sin::e grain sorghum is largely produced in Nebraska 

and the Southwest, areas that do no~ prod~ce large amoun~s 

of soybeans. However, because in ~ost years, 'Nhen govern~ent 

programs are offered for feed grains as 3. single crop unit 

(corn and grain sorghum together and sometimes, corn, grain 

sorghum,and barley together). other data difficulties are 

encountered by disaggregating corn and ~ain sorghum. Thus, 

the problem in the feed grain equ3tion should be noted, but is 

not deemed serious enough to warrant respecifyi~g the model. 

The problem in the yield response equation for wheat 

may be related to the dominant influence of weather and the 

relatively small importance of variable inputs in wheat 

production. Whut is needed is a variable to account for 

weather variations. However, such a variable was not 

sought for the present study. 

The Durbin-Watson statistic is not an appropriate test 

statistic for the presence of serial correlation wJth a lagged 

dependent variable included in the model. Under these 

circumstances the D-W statistic has reduced power and is 

biased toward 2.0. However, Durbin's h statistic is an 

asymptotic test for serial correlation when a model contains 

a lagged dependent variable. Durbin's h statistic is 

h 



' . 

. . 

and, under the null hypothesis of no serial correlation 

HO: ( =0, his 3.symptotically !1ormal ','Ii th zerJ ;'7l~an ::md 

uni t variance [ 9" "p. 456]. T:'l'? calculated Durbin' 3 h 

statistics for the partial adjust~ent model are presented in 

Table 4 and indicated that the null hypothesis should not 

be rejected at the 5 percent level, i.e. there is no serial 

correlation at the 5 percent level. Thus, the assumptions 

of the model hold. 
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CONCLUSTONSf IMPLICATIONS AND AREAS FOR ADDITIONAL R~SEAR~H 

The two step r:-:aximation process developed fr.>r' t~e 

individual farmer provides a good perspective for analyzing 

the various farm p~ograms offered to grain ~rodu~ers. 

Moreover, the model that is adopted from this analysis 

remedies many of the problems that appear in the Houck, et al 

specification. ?urthermore t the estimated empirical model 

maintains enough structure so that analysis can be conducted 

to determine the aggregate response to various changes in 

market and government parameters. 

Various short-run response elasticities from Madel III 

are presented in Table 5. The elasticities indicate that 

while government programs can be used to reduce acreage t they 

are relatively ineffective and even less effective in reducing 

total output. For example, the calculated elastici ty of '.vheat 

acreage response with respect to the minimum diversion requirement 

for wheat is -.01, while the corresponding elasticity for feed 
"" 

grain production is -.04. This indicates that t as a grOUPt 

farmers are not very willing to forego planting their land 

without some additional incentive. At the group level, an 

increase in the diversion requirement, all else constant, 

forces those farmers who were just willing to comply with the 

program before the increase (because they were at the break-even 



.. 

TABLE 5 
ESTIMATED SHORT-RUN ELASTICITIES 
(Calculated at ~ean Values) 

Variable Feed Grains 

Acrc--- Yield Total Acre- Yi 81d 1.' .::,:a1 ACt'0- Yi eld::·Jt;al 
age age age 

FPC - .14· -.14- .12 .17 "11 . ../~ -<:LO -.10 

"'3'PW .28 .00 .29 -.05 -<05 -.1.1 -.11 

FPS -.15 -.15 -.07 -.03 '') ,-
''-J .13 . J8 

TPC .10 .10 -.08 .18 .11 () .-, .07 • v I 

TPW -.21 .01 -.12 .04 .04- .03 "Q 
., ;J \.) 

DRFG -.04 .08 .05 .00 .05 .05 

DRW -.01 • OJ .02 

VDPC -.01 -.01 

VDFG -.02 -.02 

VDPW -.02 -.02 

VDW -.01 -.00 



point between compliance and non-compliance with the program) 

out of the program. These farmers wil likely increase their 

acreage planted once they are out of the program. Only those 

farmers who were most willing to be in the program in the 

first place remain in the program by diverting the additional 

land. In all probability, this 2.atter group has the most 

variance in land quality, making their non-compliance profits 

lower thatn their compliance profits, Thus, as the government 

raises the diversion requirement, all else constant, it forces 

the lowest quality land out of production while leaving the total 

acreage planted nearly unchanged. 

The estimated coefficients for diversion requiremen~s in 

the yield equations indicate that as the diversion requirement 

is increased, yields also rise. The estimated elasticities of 

the aggYegate yield response with respect to a change in the 

diversion requirement are .OJ for wheat, .08 for the feed 

grains and .05 for soybeans. The diversion requirerl1ent for 

feed grain is included in the soybean yield equation since 

many farmers produce both corn and soybeans, and when they 

decide to divert low quality land from production, this 

increases the expected yields for both the feed grains and 

soybeans. Once again, a good explanation of these positive 

elasticities is that increases in the diversion requirement push 

the lowest quality land out of production, thus raising the 

national average yield per acre. 

&0 
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The estimated coefficient on the net p~ofitabill~y 

variables indicate that the yield response is greater due :0 

an increase in net profits fro~ ccmplianc2 in program3 than 

from an increase in net profits from non-compliance in programs. 

There is one major reason for this result. An increase i:1 "the 

net profit from compliance indicates that more farmers will 

be participating in tr.e program. The:"'2 farmers ""ill~'em:)"/e 

their lowest quality of land from production and aggregate 

per acre yields will,rise. 

At the individual farm level, "the impact of changing the 

profits from compliance and non-compliance should be approximately 

the same since, at ~he margin, small increases in net profits 

will be calculated at the same price for both compliance and 

non-compliance. Net profit from progran: compliance must be 

calculated as the change in yield multiplied by the maximum 

of the support or expected cash price, since deficiency payments 

are only made on the government-determined program yield. 

The marginal contribution of a small increase in yield to net 

profit from not complying with the program must be calculated 

as the change in yield multiplied by the cash price. As long 

as the cash price is higher than or near the suppor"t price. these 

marginal conditions will be the same. Throughout the period 

of estimation, the expected cash price was higher than or close 

to the support price. 

It is difficult to say anything about the marginal 

(P( 



producti "Ii ty o:!:~ inputs under compliance and non-compliance. 

On the ons hand f farmers most likely to comply have low 

quality land with a lot of variation in quality. On the 

other hand, they can take their least productive land 

out of pro:iuction by complying v'li th the program. 

The elasticities reported in Table 5 for target price 

indicate that the government must offer very large prices 

(deficiency payments) to farmers to induce them to reduce 

acreage just a little. The calculated elasticity of acreage 

response with respect to target price are -.21 for wheat 

and -.08 for feed grains. Both are very inelastic. Furthermore, 

even thou@1 the higher target price may not induce individual 

farmers to increase variable input use, since they only get 

deficiency payments on the government-determined yield, it 

does result in an increase in the aggreagate yield response 

by allowing farmers to take their lowest quality land out 

of production. Thus, the total supply response may go in a 

direction opposite to that desired by the government. This 

is indeed the case for feed grains. The estimated elasticity 

of the supply of feed grains with respect to the target price 

for feed grains is .11, indicating that the yield effect 

overwhelms the acreage effect for changes in the target price. 

It must be kept in mind, however, that these elasticities are 

calculated values and in general this adverse supply response 

need not be true. 



'. 
The elasticities ~alculated for acreage response wi~h 

respect to expected price are within tha range of ~hose af 

other studies. They indicate that, at leas~ in the sho~t 

run, the supply curve is rather inelastic. 

Of course, there are many criticisms which can be ~adc 

of these models. Two are most obvious. First, estimating 

the model with aggregate data obscures the analysis to the 

point where it is not possible to describe ~he response of 

the individual farmer. 

Second, nearly all of the empirical results reportea in 

this p~per depend on the large sample assumption. This 

assumption is difficult to justify, even though Mon"te Carlo 

results indicate that it may be valid. For this reason, 

identical models were estimated using OLS. The OLS result~ differ 

only slightly when compared to the SUR results. The mos~ notable 

difference, as expected, it that the estimated standard errors 

are larger for the OLS results. The OLS results are not reported, 

but are available from the author upon request. 

Most of the effects in the model appear to be the result 

of redistributing planted acreages from one farm to another in 

such a way that the lowest quality land goes out of production. 

One way to remedy this problem would be to work with the 

theoretical model developed for the individual farmer and with 

data 6n individual farms. The data should be separated into 

two regions, one for compliance and one for non-compliance, to 



estimate the model. A third equation ~8uld ~e estimated 

using the Probit or Logit framewo:::-k to ge-: an 2quation f:Jt' 

the compliance J non-compliance decision. 
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